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Equine Equity 

Win Bet - Plumpton 14:50 Ramore Will - @ 9/2 


Quality Racing Specialist 

Win Bet - Plumpton 15:50 Ding Ding - @ 5/1 
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Win Bet - Chelmsford (A.W) 18:15 Book Of Dreams @ 16/1 
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Are You Tracking Your Bets? - By Michael Wilding


Over 90% of the betting public fail at the first betting hurdle. This hurdle is not 
difficult, requires no special skills and does not take much learning. But… it requires 
the dedication to spend 20 minutes of your time on it every day.


It is… tracking your bets!


If you don’t track your bets then I will guarantee one thing. You’ll make a loss.


Okay you may get some winning streaks and be lucky, but ultimately you will make a 
loss. There’s not a single professional bettor that I’ve ever heard of who doesn’t track 
their bets.


That should tell you straight away that if you want to make a profit then it’s something 
that you MUST be doing.


The most common reason for not tracking bets that I hear is… “I’m not sure what to 
track or how to use it”. After today there will never be a reason for you to say that 
again.


First of all let’s look at the reason why we must track all our bets. We track our bets so 
that we have a record of everything we’ve done, why and whether it won or lost. We 
can use this as a guide to both refine our selection process and also to use as a guide 
to enable us to know if the selections are having an expected losing streak or if 
something has actually gone wrong with our methods.


Most punters don’t know what they’ve been betting on in the past, so they have 
absolutely no idea of how to improve it.


Now let’s look at what we should be recording. We want to record:


Date, Time, Course, Selection, Bet Type, Odds, Win/Lose, Return, Profit


That’s the minimum information that you should be recording for each and every 
single bet you place. But then…


…we want to also calculate some figures to help us assess the success of our 
selection process. These are:


Winners, Losers, Runners, Strike Rate, ROI


The first three are fairly self-explanatory. The Strike Rate is how often your bets win, 
e.g. 25% of the time. ROI is the amount of return you make compared to your bets 
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e.g. 50% means you are making 50% of your bets in profit. If you bet £100 then you 
would expect to make a profit of £50.


Once you’ve got all that basic information we can add in some more advanced 
details:


• Average Losing Odds

• Average Winning Odds

• Average Odds

• Expected Winners

• Expected Strike Rate

• Impact Value

• Probability of Achieving a Negative Yield

• 95% Bank Low Deviation


I’m going to explain what these all mean. The first three explain themselves without 
need of more details and so we shall start with Expected Winners...


Expected Winners 

We can work out how many winners we would have had assuming the odds we were 
taking accurately predicted the horses chance of winning. The lower the Expected 
Winners to the Actual Winners then the larger our profit.


Expected Strike Rate 

As with Expected Winners, we can also work out what our Expected Strike Rate 
should be. The lower the Expected Strike Rate to the Actual Strike Rate then the more 
profit we will be making.


Impact Value 

This is a very useful figure which tells you how much more often your selections are 
winning than if you were simply betting randomly. Anything less than 1 means you 
selections are performing worse than just randomly picking horses. Anything more 
than 1 indicates that your selections are better than picking randomly. For example, 
1.10 would mean you are picking horses that win 10% more often than if you were to 
randomly pick selections.


Probability of Achieving a Negative Yield 

A bit of a mouthful and the title looks scary, but don’t worry. This is a very useful figure 
to know because it tells you how likely you would be to have gone bankrupt over the 
course of your selections if you’d had winners and losers in a different order. Because 
the figure is a probability it goes between 0 and 1. To make it into a percentage you 
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multiple it by 100. So a figure of 0.50 would be the same as 50%. The lower this 
number the better and you will find the more selections you have the lower it gets.


95% Bank Low Deviation 

Another incredibly useful number. This tells you, with a 95% confidence, how low your 
bankroll could have gone over these selections if the wins and losses had come out 
differently.


This Weeks Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


The Greatest Racing Show On Turf!  

The sporting and betting week is dominated by one word: Cheltenham! Not only is it 
the biggest betting meeting in racing it is also one of the greatest sporting events in 
the world. The four day festival is the start of the spring and summer sporting season. 
It is closely followed by the US Masters, Grand National at Aintree, world snooker, 
World Cup, Wimbledon tennis and the Open golf… and this year there is a Ryder Cup.


Bookmakers are expecting a betting bonanza this week. There are 28 races at the 
festival and five odds-on favourites. The bookies love these multiple bets because if 
they get one favourite beat all the accas are down. The five timer pays over 10/1 and 
here are the supposed banker bets of the week: 


Buveur D’Air – Champion Hurdle

Apple’s Jade – Mares Hurdle

Samcro – Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle

Altior – Champion Chase

Lurina – Mares’ Novices’ Hurdle 


It’s difficult to find a weak link but SAMCRO is unproven beyond Grade 3 level and 
has never won at Cheltenham. The horse is more about reputation than form on the 
track so looks a lay at 1.74 with Betfair. 


Only two of the winners of the main championship races can defend their crown. 
Buveur D’Air and Special Tiara (Champion Chase) are back for more but sadly Nichols 
Canyon (Stayers’ Hurdle) is no longer with us and Sizing John (Gold Cup) is absent 
through injury. All four races have a history of producing multiple winners. 


A good way to have an interest in most races from one bet is to back a leading trainer 
and leading jockey contender. Willie Mullins and Ruby Walsh are the favourites but 
with a great team NICKY HENDERSON (trainer) and NICO DE BOINVILLE (jockey) 
make some appeal at 9/4 with Ladbrokes and 16/1 with Boylesports.
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Another meeting-wide market is the Betbright Prestbury Cup. This is a manufactured 
event that is a battle between Great Britain and Ireland to have most winners at the 
festival. Potentially heavy ground will favour the visitors so IRELAND should be 
backed.


Win, lose or draw have a good week and don’t forget to gamble irresponsibly! 
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